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            Official U.S. Navy file photo of the Honorable Hansford T. Johnson,  
            Secretary of the Navy (Acting). Johnson recently toured the Naval  
            Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif.  
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      From Naval Postgraduate School Public Affairs 
      MONTEREY, Calif. (NNS) -- Capping a notable week for the Naval  
      Postgraduate School, acting Secretary of the Navy Hansford T. Johnson  
      toured the Monterey campus May 16, calling NPS “a premier educational  
      institution in our nation.”  
 
      Johnson, who has been acting Secretary since February, advised the NPS  
      student body that “much of our success in transforming our services will  
      rely on you, operating on the front lines. You have to use the  
      technologies and platforms. You have to implement the tactics, and you  
      have to develop better ways of doing business. We will rely on you to  
      integrate our forces even better.” 
 
      While at NPS, Johnson saw firsthand student projects, including military  
      virtual reality environments at the Modeling, Virtual Environments and  
      Simulation Institute. 
 
      Among these Web-based warfighting simulation tools are defense against  
      smallboat attacks, close-quarter urban warfare engagement using virtual  
      reality helmets and weapons, and other training simulators that will  
      transform the military. 
 
      Johnson toured NPSí Cebrowski Institute for Information Innovation and  
      Superiority to look at computer network attack/defense/exploitation  
      programs, and the Presidio of Montereyís Defense Language Institute.  
      Johnson also met with Rep. Sam Farr (D-CA), Montereyís congressional  
      representative, and was updated on the alliance between NPS and the Air  
      Force Institute of Technology by NPS Superintendent Rear Adm. David R.  
      Ellison. 
 
      Ellison commented that "having both the Secretary of the Navy and CNO  
      (Chief of Naval Operations) visit NPS in the same week is testimony to the  
      fact that NPS, as the Navyís Corporate University, plays a significant  
      role in Naval transformational initiatives.”  
 
      For related news, visit the Naval Postgraduate School Navy NewsStand page  
      at www.news.navy.mil/local/nps.  
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